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About Us

IMMERSE IN A NUTSHELL
IMMERSE Coaching Company is an Ed-tech institution
providing transformational coaching, courses, and
community to empower and transform young African
women into visionaries. We developed a comprehensive
Coaching and Mentoring System with more than 200
courses that have directly impacted over 70, 000
members living across 100+ countries of the world.

Our Mission is to raise 1, 000, 000 visionaries, particularly
of African descent, by 2030, empowering them through
transformational thinking and tools, so that they can
change the world in meaningful ways. 



In 2020, we started the SproutWoman Coaching Program to prepare,
position, and propel young ladies (aged 15 and 24 years) for lives of
purpose, growth, and impact.

Survey shows that this age range (15 - 24 years) is when the confidence
gap widens for ladies as their confidence level plummets and if not
tackled fast, can last a lifetime and determine their output/outcomes in
career, marriage, and other relationships.

Ten years from now, our goal is for our SproutWoman Scholars to have
evolved into next-level leaders across Africa, preserved from the tyranny
of obscene sexuality, broken belief systems, short-term gratification,
and intellectual mediocrity. 

We want to raise Future-Forward Females through our work.

Introduction to the 
SproutWoman



Testimonials

OLAMIDE ALOHU

As of today, the 12th of October 2022, I'm
currently working on my first book. The book
addresses the carelessness of a generation and
their embrace of stereotypic mindsets that have
shaped how they live their lives. I'm also taking a
certification course on Coaching. This has to be
the most remarkable transformation I've seen in
my life. 

LOIS AJAYI

My productivity rate has tripled and I am now
able to leverage on tools I was exposed to
during my 3 months of training to; beat
overwhelm, procrastination and deliver more
excellently in my studies and other identified
growth areas.

OLUWAYEMI MORNKEJI

I came into this cycle with ideas but did not
know how to execute on them; at the end of
my 3 months, I am currently in the process of
starting a boy-child identity school(The
Godentity School) and I have been able to
achieve 75% of my personal goals that i set
for the quarter. 



Cycle 9
Enrollment Stats

We received 291 
scholarships, and 
we enrolled 595 
ladies into the 
program.



TOTAL STATISTICS

5000+
Since its inception,  we have
been able to enrol l  over 5000
ladies into the SproutWoman
Membership Program courtesy
of sponsorships and generous
donations from Individuals and
Private Donors,  Corporates,
Campaigns,  and  ladies who
sponsored themselves into the
Program.



We had beneficiaries from other
Tertiarity Institutions across the country
in the South and Nothern regions as well,
but these were the schools where we
recorded highest participation from.

Top 6 universities
where beneficiaries
came from University of Nigeria

28.6%

University of Lagos
14.3%

Obafemi Awolowo University
14.3%

University of Ilorin
14.3%

University of Ibadan
14.3%

Olabisi Onabanjo
14.3%



VISUALS OF THE
CONCIOUS
CHANGEMAKING
PROJECT
ORGANIZED BY
SPROUTWOMEN
FROM CYCLE 9

The Sanitary Pad Project against period poverty in the Ijora
Badia Community: involving sensitization and training the
young girls on the making of reusable pads.





Testimonials

SOROH OYINBUNUGHA

I can now proudly say that I am a triumphing
survivor of years of childhood trauma and
sexual molestation, thanks to IMMERSE, I was
connected to the JTR hub where I am
recovering from all the effects of abuse. For
the first time, I see myself as someone who
has the ability to elevate humanity & not just
a hopeless victim.

OLUWATOBI ADEAGBO

Cured of negative thinking and depression.
Thanks to the scholarship, I am now able to
treat myself with more self-compassion
while putting in my 100% to become a higher
performing version of myself. My goal to
become a valuable, inspiring, having a
transformed mindset and gain clarity about
myself has happened and is still happening. 

WEPIA MINYILA

My emotional agility and resilience has gone
from a zero to almost 100; I am now
comfortable with radical candor, I have a
grip over my emotions and this has reflected
greatly in my workplace attitude and even in
my personal relationships. I can't stop telling
my friends of the transformation that
IMMERSE offers.



Top 4 Need-Areas
of Beneficiaries

SELF & PURPOSE DISCOVERY
Our Growth Pathway Assessment enables members of
the SproutWoman Program to be matched with specific
courses and resources that help unveil their genius to
them, and equip them with relevant tools to boost
productivity and stay mentally resilient.

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
As an organization, we partner with other companies in
specific industries to give our beneficiaries access to
Internship Opportunities, Tech Training Programs,
Business Development Programs e.t.c.

MENTORSHIP
Our Mentorship Track Session with high-profile
Professionals and guidance from Support Coaches are
very instrumental in delivering in-depth transformation
to the SproutWoman.

SUPPORT 
We make sure no man is left behind or feels alone in
their journey and a major way we achieve that is by
immersing all participants in a vibrant community of
forward-thinking peers, who challenge themselves to
stretch and grow. This cycle had 500+ active members.



FUTURE PLANS 
FOR THE 
ORGANIZATION

What is 
Ahead

FEBRUARY
Enroll at least 1000 ladies into the SproutWoman Program for
cycle 10.

YEAR 2023
Intensify our efforts to secure Partnerships that allow
beneficiaries of the program get access to certifications in
Tech, Business Development and Climate Education. While
we provide the soft skills, our Partners would be providing
them with technical skills needed to be better positioned for
their journey.

NOW TILL FOREVER
To ensure that Sponsors have their donations properlly
accounted for, and delivering the impact they were
promised it would in the lives of beneficiaries, we would be
working deliberately to strenghten our relationship with all
Sponsors.



What We 
Believe In

AFRICA IS RISING
By unlocking the potential of its everyday people,
through transformational coaching, we would
empower individuals to transform our continent for
good.

THE POWER OF A TRANSFORMED MIND
We believe that transformed minds lead to
transformed lives! Only visionaries can shift the world
into its higher potential.

INNOVATIVE DESIGN
Of communication tools in the form of courses,
webinars, demonstrations, mentorship sessions,
assessments, and much more.



What does it  take to sponsors a lady into the program?

Are the ladies choosen from only
Nigeria and Nigerian Universities?

How can we make non-naira payment?

How does IMMERSE choose the
ladies who join the program?
Applications into the SproutWoman Program are opened every 3 months and
ladies fill out a detailed form about where they are in their lives and the
change they desire to see. The best-fit are picked in line with the results we
deliver as an organization. 

No, the program is not limited to Nigerians alone or to students in Nigerian Tertiary Institutions; ladies are allowed to
join in from across the world. In the last cycle, we had ladies from Liberia, Afghanistan, Dominica republic e.t.c.

With the sum of #5,000 you can sponsor a lady into the program. Our payment platform is flexible regardless and
allows you to sponsor with as much as you can afford. There is no limit to how much you can give.

Once you click on the sponsor link www.immerseinnercircle.com/sponsor/ you can process non-naira payment
using the Stripe payment option.

https://immerseinnercircle.com/sponsor/


"Kindness is universal.
Sometimes being kind allows
others to see the goodness in
humanity through you. Always

be kinder than necessary.” 

OUR PARTING WORDS

GERMANY KENT



FOR  MORE
INFORMATION

Contact 
Information

MAILING ADDRESS
70 Queens street, Yaba, 
Yaba, Lagos 23401, Nigeria.

EMAIL ADDRESS
partnerships@immerseinnercircle.com

PHONE NUMBER
09033232054



for your generous giving.


